
Dear all- 

Below you will find a comprehensive list of the various questions submitted from all plan 

holders.  Please see our responses in bold RED type: 

 

1. On the second change on the summary of changes page: “removal of the curve detail on the 

regulation sign frame”. This list signs A03, A04, D01.1 and D02.2. Should signs D01 and D02 

been included with this change? 

Simplified frame revision removing curve detail on regulation signs should be applied to 

signs D01, D01.1, D02 & D02.1. 

 

 

 

2. In the sign manual it details that this signage project for the city is a six phase project. Does 

the city have a timeline on the completion of these phases? Is there a plan to have them complete 

by the end of 2012?  

Only Phase 1 is approved for implementation at this time. No timetable is set for future 

phases. 

 

 

3. Are the “summary of changes” listed – the ONLY fabricated changes that were made? I am 

asking because these changes are so minor with very little impact on overall price – and yet the 

budget amount of $165,000.00 remains the same.  There was no indication of “Curve Detail” 

mentioned on any of the original drawings for sign types A03s, A04s, Do1.1, and D02.1. I’m 

worried about what else was intended without being noted in the drawings. 

Based on preliminary price estimates, the fabrication changes outlined in the “summary of 

changes” should allow for scope of work to be fabricated and installed for the projected 

budget. To clarify, the “curve detail” referenced in the “summary of changes” refers to the 

simplified frame around the regulation sign panels on A03, A03.1, A04, A04s, D01.1 & 

D02.1. 

 

 

4. There are no ornamental post manufacture references. Does the designer have a specific 

decorative post from a specific manufacture in mind – or are we just choosing one ourselves? 

Base for A03, A03.1, A04, A04.1 to be similar in design to existing City of Urbana 

decorative street lights. Designer recommends manufacturer Hapco – Winchester, 11.5 

inch base/product number WIS10B4-SR0-01 or equal for decorative base. 



5. Can we use the original bid bond we provided with the original bid – or do we need to apply 

for a new one? 

We are returning all bonds to the original bidders.  You’ll need to submit one with your 

new bid.   

 


